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The gating pore current for S4 mutant channels will produce a persistent current when linear leak subtraction is used to isolate the nonlinear gating charge displacement current. This contribution from I GP will be present whether the leak response is measured at hyperpolarized potentials (where I GP is on) or strongly depolarized potentials (where I GP is off) because the measurement of Q on_max always requires a voltage transition that extends across these regimes. Pharmacological subtraction of I GP is not feasible because the blockers identified thus far are weak (millimolar range) or polyvalent (Zn  2+ or Gd   3+ ), which shifts the voltage dependence of gating, and the permeant ion, H + , cannot be removed for R669H channels.
We used baseline subtraction of the steady-state current at the end of the test depolarization as a method to compensate for the presence of I GP in the determination of Q on_max . Fig. S1 shows the linear leak-subtracted currents recorded from an oocyte expressing R672G (top left, "Raw I g ") for a series of test depolarizations from 140 to 40 mV from a holding potential of 100 mV. In this example, the "leak" was measured at 100 mV, where the gating pore current was active, and so the subtraction resulted in overcompensation with a steady-state current <0 for large test depolarizations that deactivated I GP . Our post-processing with baseline subtraction produces the current tracings shown in the top right of Fig. S1 ("Baseline Subtracted I g "). We calculated Q on (V) as the area under baseline-subtracted current responses. The positive shift created by this correction is evident in the current level before charge movement (<5 msec). The contribution of the current
shift to the estimate of Q on , however, is very small, as shown in Fig. S1 by the shaded triangle (magenta, top right) compared with the total area under the current trace. Our method defines an upper limit for Q on , which will modestly overestimate the true value. Alternatively, if the raw current traces are simply clipped when Ig < 0 (Fig. S1, bottom left) , then some of the contribution of the gating charge movement is lost. The area under these curves represents an underestimate for Q on (V). Both of these subtraction methods avoid the complication of integrating a long tail of the current relaxation with an ambiguous endpoint for the true I g current. The plot of Q on (V) computed by integration after these two different subtraction methods is shown in the bottom right of Fig. S1 . The difference between the two methods is small, with a Boltzmann fit yielding a Q on_max of 2.42 nC for baseline subtraction and 2.21 nC with clipping, or about a 10% variation. These two estimates straddle the true value. Integration of the raw current (Fig. S1 , blue traces and symbols) produces an apparent decrease on Q on (V) at depolarized potentials because the steady-state raw current values are <0 nA.
To obtain an estimate for the Q on_max error in the population of oocytes used in this study, we computed the ratio of Q on_max estimated from the two methods for each egg expressing R672G, and then computed the mean of the ratios. The ratio (Ig > 0 method)/(baseline_subtr method) was 0.850 ± 0.024. Based on these observations, we estimate the possible overestimate of Q on_max is at most 15% for our preferred method of baseline subtraction. Figure S1 . Baseline correction for estimating the gating charge, Q on . (Top left) Raw traces show P/N leak-subtracted responses for a series of test potentials (140 to 40 mV) from a holding potential of 100 mV. Because the "leakage" response measured with a 10-mV pulse from 100 mV contained a contribution from I GP , the scaled subtraction at strongly positive test potentials, where I GP was off, caused an overcorrection (magenta trace, current < 0). (Top right) Baseline subtraction of the steady-state current at the end of each trace removed a small persistent current that would contribute to the calculation of Q on as the area under the curve. This baseline shift caused an overestimate of Q on_max , as shown by the area of the shaded magenta triangle. (Bottom left) An alternative compensation for the overcorrection by P/N subtraction was to clip the traces for current < 0. This method omitted a small portion of the charge displacement current and thus estimated the minimum value for Q on_max . (Bottom right) Integrated currents from the three methods show distortion for the uncorrected raw data (blue, decreasing Q on (V) for V > 0 mV), and bracketing estimates for Q on_max that span upper (black, baseline subtraction) and lower (red, positive current only) limits.
